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 he summer season of automotive events ended on a particularly 
high note for The Revs Institute. The collection’s 1948 Ferrari 166 
Spyder Corsa won the Best of Show award at the Lime Rock Sunday 
in the Park Concours. The award included a trophy and a Frédérique 
Constant watch. Proudly accepting the prize for REVS were Miles 
Collier and Paul Russell, who led the restoration of the first racing 
Ferrari to be imported to America. A previous edition of the Revs 
Review included a historical summary of this important car. 

The concours was part of an excellent feast of vintage automotive events 
held over the Labor Day weekend at the famed Connecticut track. The 
cars of Briggs Cunningham, pictured below, were a prime feature this 
year and several of the Revs Institute’s Cunninghams were participants. 
The collection’s C5-R was cited in particular and won the Leigh & Leslie 

Keno Historic Vehicle Association Award. The award was presented by the famed Keno 
brothers, noted furniture collectors and hosts of the PBS program, Antiques Roadshow. 

Earlier in August The Revs Institute and The Revs Program at Stanford helped celebrate 
the 60th anniversary of the Chevrolet Corvette. America’s most well-known sports car 
was the featured marque at the Monterey Motorsports Reunion. The collection’s iconic 
Grand Sport, one of only five built, was raced at the Laguna Seca Raceway - with stellar 
results - winning the John Fitch Corvette Excellence Award, and taking the checkered 
flag first place in the weekend’s three races!  Driven to victory by John Morton on Pre-
Reunion weekend and Bruce Canepa on Reunion weekend, both active historic drivers 
and former professional racers, chassis #004 showed spectators why the Corvette earned 
its famous reputation.  Morton is a veteran racer who’s career began at about the time 
that the Grand Sport was competitive, although he then raced for the chief rival—Cobra! 
Canepa was a noted racer in the IMSA series during the 1980s and is now very active in 
vintage racing, including a role as a Managing Board Member of the Motorsports Reunion.

Additionally, during Sunday’s Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance, The Revs 
Institute won a second in class award for their 1967 Porsche 911R, which won both the 
Tour de France and the Tour de Corse in 1969 as a Porsche factory entry piloted by 
Gérard Larrousse.  The Porsche 911 is celebrating its fiftieth anniversary this year.   
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Summer EventsAwArd winning

The collection’s iconic grand Sport, 
one of only five built, was raced at the 
laguna Seca raceway winning the 
John Fitch Corvette Excellence Award, 
and taking the checkered flag first 
place in the weekend’s three races!

corVette grAnd Sport



f E A t u R E D  A u t o m o t i V E  h i s t o R Y

T he name Maserati is celebrated in the automotive 
world, yet ironically, little is known today about the 
automobiles made by the Maserati brothers from 1947 
through the early 1960s--the last real Maseratis.  

The brothers Bindo, Alfieri, Ernesto and Ettore began 
building cars under the Maserati name in 1926.  Success came 
early as a supercharged 1500cc straight-eight driven by Alfieri 
and carrying the distinctive trident emblem designed by 
another brother, Mario, won its class in the Targa Florio.  

Known for technical brilliance and impeccable workmanship, 
Maserati continued to build successful racers, featuring 
engines of eight, sixteen and later, four and six cylinders.  In 

1929, their 8C 2500 was powered by one of the first Grand 
Prix engines to feature a detachable cylinder head.  So 
precise was the machining, that no gasket was needed – a 
feature that would endure 30 years later in OSCA engines.

Victims of the depression, the Maseratis sold the company 
to the Orsi family of Modena. Bindo, Ernesto and Ettore (Alfieri 
died in 1931) were retained to design and build cars. While a 
productive union, the brothers were never at ease in Modena 
or in the industrial environment of the Orsi organization, 
so in 1947 when their contract expired, it was back home to 
Bologna to make racecars employing a few master craftsmen.  
Unable to use their own name, they called the enterprise 
O.S.C.A., Officine Speiallizzate Costruzioni Automobili.

Their first cars, designated MT4 (Maserati Tipo 4 Cilindri), had 
cycle-fendered siluro (torpedo) bodies and headlights set inside 
a circular grill with thin vertical bars.  They featured ladder-type 
tube frames, double wishbones and coil springs at the front, 
and semi-elliptic (later, quarter-elliptic) springs and live rear 
axles.  Power came from a side-draft Weber-carbureted 1092cc 
engine. At the September 19, 1948 Grand Prix of Naples, Luigi 
Villoresi won for OSCA, ahead of larger Ferraris and Maseratis.  

OSCA then introduced a larger 1342cc engine and in 1950, 
double overhead cam versions that peaked at 100 hp at 6,300 

rpm.  These cars first sported low connecting bodywork 
between front and rear fenders attached to the cigar-shaped 
bodies.  These were called semi-avvolgente (semi envelope).  
Later, more conventional coachwork appeared, possibly 
ordered by Alfred Momo, the de facto U.S. distributor.  Most 
of the aluminum bodies came from nearby carrozzeria 
(coachmakers) like Pietro Frua and Fratelli Morelli.    

Villoresi’s victory launched the company and class wins in 
the Mille Miglia and other European races established OSCA 
in small-displacement racing.  This was not lost on American 
sports car racers and Rees Makins of Chicago imported the first 
OSCA to the U.S., a twin-cam 1092cc cycle-fender car.  Frank 
Bott won with it the first time out, at Bridgehampton in May of 
1952.  Makins would race this car for several years, dominating 
SCCA’s Under-1100cc class and often beating larger cars.  

Other early OSCA owners in America included Jim Simpson 
and Briggs Cunningham. Both were twin-cam 1350cc spiders 
that were the first of the all-enveloping, small grill, protruding 
headlights type that would characterize MT4s through the 
mid-1950s. Cunningham bought several more OSCAs and his 
third, chassis #1137, is the most famous OSCA in history. It is a 
1452cc spider with bodywork by Fratelli Morelli. Cunningham 
purchased it in late 1953 through the new distributor, 
Edgar Fronteras of Chicago, for a reported $4,820. 

Most OSCAs left Bologna painted dark red but 1137 was 
ordered in white.  Like all OSCAs, the interior surfaces were a 
semi-gloss gray.  The seats were covered in dark blue leather 
with matching trim and white stitching around the rim of 
the cockpit.  A detachable aluminum tonneau covered the 
passenger seat.  Behind a three-spoke Nardi wooden steering 
wheel were four white-on-black instruments; oil pressure, 
oil temperature, water temperature and a tachometer.  

Alfred Momo, the wizard who prepared Cunningham’s cars, 
would make modifications to 1137, among them quick-jack brackets 
front and rear, an ammeter and a fuel gauge, additional fuel 

oSCAMT4
Tim Considine revs up the history of the

#1137



which had scored many class wins, but never overall.
Impressive results for OSCA #1137 kept coming in 

SCCA races around the country, whether at the hands 
of Frank Bott, John Gordon Bennett or most often, 
Cunningham himself.  In 1954, Cunningham won the 
SCCA’s F Modified Championship with the OSCA.  By 
1955, OSCAs were being overtaken by the mid-engine 
Porsche 550s.  Cunningham could do no better than fourth 
in the Championship. It is believed that he last drove it ‘in 
anger’ at a regional race at Lime Rock on July 28, 1957.      

The Maserati brothers, aging and, as always, short of 
funding, were unable to respond to the newer, lighter 
mid-engine cars from Germany and England in spite of 
brilliant innovations such as desmodromic valves.  Lack of 
development left that technology not fully realized.  There 
was one last OSCA success, the 750cc Tipo S-187 won 
the Index of Performance at Le Mans in 1958 and ruled its 
class in the U.S. for several years.  Cunningham and Denise 
McCluggage finished 3rd and 4th in SCCA’s H Modified 
Championship in his 750 in 1959.  In 1963 the brothers 
sold the company to MV Agusta, of motorcycle fame. 

Briggs Cunningham built and/or raced nearly 140 cars. 

Other than his Cunninghams, he kept only a handful 
of the other race cars after retiring from competition.  
Among them was his jewel-like OSCA #1137. Said ‘Mr. C’ 
at age 85, “I always liked Ferraris, but I think the OSCA 
was my favorite.  I felt like I had more control of a small 
car like the OSCA.  Also, it was beautifully finished.” 

Cunningham licensed the OSCA for road use in California 
and kept it as a prized exhibit until 1987, when his collection 
was sold to Miles Collier.  In 2004, Stirling Moss and the 
MT4 were reunited at Sebring to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of his historic overall victory, and later that same 
year, noted veteran driver Brian Redman, drove the OSCA 
at the Monterey Historic Races. The celebrated OSCA has 
since undergone a sympathetic restoration to regain its 
authentic 1954 Sebring guise and continues to be proudly 
displayed as part of The Revs Institute Collection.  

On January 31st, 1954, Cunningham raCed 1137 fOr the first time, at maCdill 
air fOrCe Base, finishing third Behind twO Other OsCas in the trOphy raCe 
and first in Class in the 200-mile feature.  

and oil tanks and, eventually, a 1490cc TN (Tipo Nuovo, New Type) 
twin-plug 130 hp engine.  The most obvious modifications were to 
improve the brake ducts. Because of brake issues on Cunningham’s 
cars at Sebring in 1953, Momo cut sections out of the body behind 
the front wheels, replacing them with stainless steel scallops that 
had openings to flow air through the cockpit to the rear brakes. 
On January 31st, 1954, Cunningham raced 1137 for the first time, at 
MacDill Air Force Base, finishing third behind two other OSCAs 
in the Trophy Race and first in class in the 200-mile feature.  

A Cunningham car driven by John Fitch and Phil Walters won overall 
at the 1953 Sebring 12 Hours, the first ever world championship sports 
car race. Fifth overall and first in class was the team’s earlier OSCA 
(chassis 1124), driven by Briggs Cunningham and his nephew, Bill Lloyd.  

For Sebring in 1954, Momo prepared three cars. To contend for 
the overall win, there was a Cunningham for Briggs and Sherwood 
Johnston, and a Ferrari 375 for Fitch and Walters. The new OSCA was 
there to chase for class honors.  Lloyd was paired with a young Brit 
who had impressed many the year before, 24-year old Stirling Moss.

“He called me up, out of the blue, really,” remembered 
Moss, “I didn’t know Briggs, but I knew who he was.  He said, 
‘Would you like to drive?’  I’d never been to America and I said, 
‘Terrific, I’d love to come out there and have a holiday’.  

Fifty-nine starters took the green flag and as expected, 
the heavily-favored Lancia team went to the front. Their 

stellar driver combinations, Fangio/Castellotti, Ascari/Villoresi and 
Taruffi/Manzon swapped the lead. The notoriously tough Sebring 
circuit then took its toll. The leaders faltered, most with transmission 
or brake problems. Halfway, with two Lancias already retired, Taruffi 
held the lead, followed by the Fitch/Walters Ferrari.  An hour later, 
all the Ferraris and works Aston Martins were gone, too.  Moss, 
in the OSCA, was now up to third and thrilling spectators with his 
dirt-track cornering.  In spite of Momo’s air ducts, the OSCA was 
losing its brakes, and the worse they got, the more spectacular 
Moss’s drive became. “We had terrible brake trouble.  I mean, it 
wasn’t trouble.  The brakes were worn out.  To get it to slow up, 
you had to put the car sideways and do Christies, like in skiing.”

At the end of 10 hours the OSCA was second, albeit five laps behind 
Taruffi’s Lancia.  With less than an hour to go, the Lancia’s engine seized.  
Moss came home first, as surprised as anyone. “Certainly I’d hoped 
to finish, because that’s not easy.  The circuit was pretty gruesome in 
those days.  I certainly wanted to win our class, but I didn’t have any 
more hopes than that.” Moss’s victory was historic.  His 
OSCA had the smallest engine ever to win a world 
sports car championship round, a record that still 
stands.  It was a high point for the marque, 
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suited to the position is that she thrives on the constant learning experience 
that Revs provides. After all, this is an educational entity at its core. “I am 
always surprised and encouraged by the wealth of knowledge that the people 
associated with Revs bring to the table. I learn much from them and it helps to 
frame the big picture while I’m working on the ground to keep it all going.” 

And keep it going she does! One moment she may be working with various 
authorities to verify the title for a Packard and the next she will be coordinating 
a reception for a visiting group. These are just a few of the challenges that 
Jayme relishes and manages seamlessly. The scope of activities at The Revs 
Institute has expanded dramatically in the past few years and along with it the 
skill set and job description of Ms. Moore has kept pace every step of the way. 

Sounding more like a logistics manager than an administrator, Jayme notes 
that she is getting increasingly involved with the busy pace of car events around 
the country and around the world. From managing customs documents to 
planning pickups and deliveries of the priceless cars, it’s all part of being at 
mission control. Also, as The Revs Institute has become more widely known 
there are an increasing number of requests for tours, for which the approval 
and planning processes all cross her desk. 

Attention to detail on each of these tasks is of course a critical part of her 
daily work. But as her ‘big picture’ comment illustrates, Jayme has grown well 
into a position where she too plays an integral role in preserving automotive 
history. That is why she has taken a particular liking to several of the cars in 
the collection—ones from the 1930s are her favorites--and also why she likes 
to learn more and more about the overall subject. It is also why the clients, 
vendors and visitors know that Jayme Moore is the consummate professional 
administrator at The Revs Institute.   

 very organization needs a Jayme 
Moore, but not every organization has 
been blessed with having one!  Indeed, 
she is truly one of a kind. Ms. Moore is 
the delightful front-line voice, face and 
e-mail contact that most Revs clients have 
encountered at one time or another. She 
is the executive assistant to not only Miles 
Collier and Scott George, but serves as a 
liaison between the shop, the archives, 
other management offices and the public at 
large. It must be remembered that Revs has 
functions as an educational and research 
center, a working restoration facility as 
well as a museum that has a 
particular role within the community.

Jayme must juggle both the everyday 
internal affairs of The Revs Institute as 
well as fielding inquiries from prospective 
attendees and other clients. These 
tasks require not only the requisite 
clerical skills but considerable insight 
into the diplomacy of coordinating 
activities between people of vastly 
different backgrounds from around 
the world, understanding the nature 
of fields as diverse as archival conservation, 
motorsports history, building management, 
parts storage and acquisition, and financial 
accounting. Her background, interest and 
enthusiasm make her equal to the task. 

Jayme is a Midwestern girl by origin, having 
spent most of her youth in Southern Illinois 
and in nearby Indiana. She received an early 
taste of car culture as her grandparents and 
uncles were involved in automotive sales 
with her brother now owning 5 used car lots 
in NW Indiana. She also became acquainted 
with Florida, making several trips to the region 
while still in high school. Seeking a business 
related profession she studied at the very well 
regarded Fox College in suburban Chicago. 
This led to her first career as an assistant in real 
estate administration. 

Eventually she would relocate to Naples, 
Florida where she was invited as a guest of 
various car clubs. The clubs would invariably 
take tours of the Collier Automotive Museum 
and this provided Jayme with an introduction 
to an entirely different side of the automotive 
world. Through her new found contacts she 
maintained communication with museum. When 
the opportunity arose, her administrative skills 
meshed well with her interests and the rest as 
they say is history—or to paraphrase Jayme—it is 
all about history.

One of the attributes that makes her uniquely 

Meet

JayMe has grown well into a position 
where she too plays an integral role 
in preserving autoMotive history

Jayme Moore
tHe revS iNStitute exeCutive aSSiStaNt
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WEBSITE: www.DoubleDeclutch.com

This particular media review must come with a considerable full disclosure statement. The principal behind this wonderful 
website, John Brooks, is an old friend of the editor as is the site’s other main contributor, David Blumlein. Thus this “review” 
should more properly be considered an invitation to delve into and provide your own critique of DoubleDeClutch.

England’s John Brooks has become one of the most respected photographers of contemporary sports car racing over the past 
25 years. He has contributed to nearly every book, magazine and website on the subject and has been contracted by many teams 
as their official photographer. To understand his perspective it is best to read his own words on the preamble to the site:

Long ago, somewhere around 1968 i heard that certain Sound. while others at the time wanted to either dance or fight in the 
streets i just wanted to race. Actually i was never one for driving, so becoming a photographer was the next best thing. of course 
back then i was still at school but drew inspiration from monthly doses of Motor Sport… powerful JuJu.

That style and wit, prevalent throughout the site, is unique, peculiar and very much in keeping with the Zeitgeist of the 
sport now and in the past. Brooks started DoubleDeClutch as a more personal outlet for his work outside the confines of the 
commercial sphere. It has allowed for an intensive study of the imagery surrounding sports car racing. It has also produced 
a forum for Brooks to exercise his not inconsiderable writing talent as well. His pen can be sharply critical on one page and 
brimming with human empathy on another. John has intimate knowledge of the sweep of sports car racing and the many 
people behind the wheel and behind the scenes. Insights into the content and conduct of the sport today and the recent past 
are a frequent subject of commentaries. Of course, they come replete with evocative illustrations. Indeed, it is a pleasantly 

unanswerable question as to whether the photos will lead the reader to the text or vice versa.
David Blumlein’s work is a perfectly sublime counterpart to Brooks. David’s principal interest is in the 

as well, and includes some of the best coverage of the Bahamas 
Speed Weeks of any collection. His work always tends to emphasize 
something of a “soft touch.” He was acquainted with nearly all the 
key players of the day and was well accepted in the racing fraternity. 
As a result his shots of people tend to catch most in a relaxed and 
often candid environment. 

Considering the nature of the period and Bochroch’s familiarity 
with the cars and people, his body of work provides a rich context 
to some of the last years before racing made a transition from a 
relatively pure sport to the professional business that it became 
later. The collection is also important as a record of the technical 
evolution during the 1960s. Surveying the Bochroch archives one 
can witness the gradual shift from front to rear engine motors, 
experimentation and development of aerodynamic features and 
advancements in tire technology. The Albert Bochroch collection is 
highly recommended as a starting point and primary research tool 
for anyone working with 1960s racing history.   

lesser known marques of the past, particularly from the 1960s and before. He is a 
regular visitor to all the large and many smaller vintage meetings, concours and club 
gatherings. In addition to his sumptuous photos of unusual cars, Blumlein sprinkles 
in capsule histories replete with erudite knowledge that is in keeping with his long 
career as a gentle English schoolmaster. Many may recall the 1970s BBC television 
special The Ascent of Man. In that program Jacob Bornowski was acclaimed for 
eloquently drawing connections between events and innovations across human 
history. Blumlein is the Bronowski of automotive history, connecting engineering 
details of the long ago past with the most recent trends in sports car racing.

DoubleDeClutch has a straightforward approach to its content. The latest 
features are on the front page and all the previous articles are readily available in 
the archive. Be forewarned, have plenty of time available before you enter, you will 
not be leaving the site anytime soon.    

he photographic archives at The Revs Institute are replete 
with little gems. That is, many of the collections have a relatively 
modest number of images, often less than a few thousand. 
However, the quality far outshines the quantity in nearly all such 
cases. A perfect example is the Albert R. Bochroch Collection.

Bochroch was a journalist and photographer active 
throughout the U.S. from the late 1950s through the end of 
the 1960s. He also made several forays to Europe, covering 
both the Formula 1 scene as well as major endurance races. 
Bochroch wrote several books, the most notable ones covering 
Le Mans and the early years of the Trans-Am. His photographic 
collection has particular strengths in those areas, in support of 
his publishing. 

His strengths extend to broader aspects of sports car racing. 
There are ample shots from West Coast rounds of the United 
States Road Racing Championship up through the early years 
of the Can-Am. Bochroch was a regular visitor to eastern races 

alBert r. BoCHroCH ColleCtioNFrom the photographic Archieves
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Communications, focusing on media development. 
Courses mix practical experience with insights into 

automotive history, ensuring that each graduate has specific 
skills and is able to think creatively across the breadth 
of the field. Since its inception in 1976, McPherson’s 
program has gained considerable respect nationwide as 
many graduates have embarked on productive careers 
at major restoration shops, automotive museums, 
concours and other event management offices, and as 
researchers at auction houses. The Revs Institute’s own 
Phil Leonhard is a McPherson graduate and McPherson 
senior student Casey Maxon was an important participant 
at the recent Revs Institute Symposium. He took 
on an internship at the Historic Vehicle Association 
and Casey is now a full-time employee there. 

The school has enjoyed many links with the collector 
community as over the years student interns have 
garnered valuable experience at places such as The Revs 
Institute, the Peterson Museum, Paul Russell & Co. and 
Jay Leno’s Garage. Indeed, Paul Russell, Jay Leno and the 
Revs Institute’s Scott George are just three of the many 
high profile people in the collector community who are 
proud to be friends of the McPherson program. Leno has 
been instrumental in establishing two scholarships at the 
College, including one which offers a summer position at 
Randy Ema’s restoration shops in Orange, California.

The Revs Institute salutes the work of the 
program and invites readers to get involved, 
support and obtain more information at:

www.mcpherson.edu/autorestoration
amanda Gutierrez, vice president
auto restoration Department
Mcpherson College
1600 e. euclid, Mcpherson, Kansas 67460
email: gutierra@mcpherson.edu
phone: 620-242-0424

ThE MCPhErSon CollEgE

As the overall automotive community has taken a more serious approach to 
the field of automotive restoration, there has been an increase in demand 
for individuals skilled in various aspects of the discipline and also a need 
to establish exemplary academic standards in such training. McPherson 
College in McPherson, Kansas, is the first educational institution in the 
country to offer a four-year B.A. degree in Automotive Restoration.

Its curriculum is divided into several tracks, geared toward preparing 
students for numerous positions in the industry. These include Automotive 
Restoration Technology for the shop side, Automotive Restoration 
Management for those interested in the business aspects of the profession, 
Historic Automotive Technology for graduates planning to study 
further or to work on research projects, and a specialty in Automotive 
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Visit Youtube.com/therevsinstitute


